
Self Development Guide 
Leading Leaders

- SD3 -





This is a practical guide for 
Managers or Senior Leaders-those 

who are ‘Leading Leaders’ - to 
help you develop your leadership 

effectiveness. It provides suggestions 
and resources to reflect on your role. 
It should inform your development 

conversations with the Leader of your 
Organisation (your Chief Executive or 

General Manager).

Spring of leadership resources

The Leadership Framework for Sport and Recreation

in Aotearoa New Zealand

-

“Developed by the sector for the sector”
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This guide has been designed for you as a leader, 

operating at a ‘Leading Leaders’ level. You have a key 

role in shaping the organisation you lead, so we expect 

you to place importance on developing your leadership 

skills. This workbook is designed to be self-directed 

and self-paced. You may choose to work through this 

workbook over the course of 12 months in multiple short 

sittings, or over the course of 3 months in some longer 

sittings – it is completely up to you.

At the end of the workbook you will be expected 

to commit to some key actions in developing your 

leadership skills, and to share these development goals 

with your line Manager.

*While everybody working and volunteering in sport and recreation has 

leadership responsibility, the context of the role will determine the nature 

and extent of those leadership responsibilities. This guide is designed for 

a Leading Leaders context. 
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Structure of

this guide

Reflection Questions
-
To help gain clarity, 
purpose & meaning

Ideas and Inspiration 
-
To get you thinking

Practical ideas and 
Suggestions
-
To help you take the 
right actions

Each chapter has 3 activities:

Please Note: There are links to YouTube videos and magazine articles 
in this workbook, sometimes these links can change if the host moves 

the location in the website. If a link does not work, please use the 
description to search online.



Why

Self 
Development?

Self-Development is all about positive change and 
this guide is a practical resource to help you build 
on your leadership effectiveness by:

The place to start for both these steps is self-
reflection – reflection is a critical step in effective 
leadership but is often overlooked in the busyness 
of our lives.

Becoming aware of areas where you 
may need to change.

Applying simple changes to be 
more effective.



Why

Reflection?

Gaining wisdom from an experience requires 
reflection. Reflection requires you to take the time 
to deeply understand events, your reactions to 
them and what learning you can take from such 
events. This guide will prompt you to consider how 
your current behaviours and actions align with the 
Leadership Framework for Sport and Recreation in 
Aotearoa New Zealand, (developed by the sector 
for the sector) and then provide suggestions on 
how to develop and build on them.

It is anticipated that you will share your reflections
with your line manager. Your line manager will
work through an accompanying workbook called
Developing Others Leading Leaders which has 
been designed to give your line manager a number 
of questions to deepen your reflections and 
learning.
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THE LEADERSHIP MAP FOR LEADING 

LEADERS

-

The Leadership Framework for 

Sport and Recreation in Aotearoa 

NZ, focuses on practical aspects 

of leadership, for both paid and 

voluntary roles and aims to guide, 

grow and inspire leaders for ever-

improving community outcomes. 

The Leadership Map identifies the 

different contexts (or levels) leaders 

work in and outlines the unique tasks, 

focus and responsibilities for that 

particularly context.

For more information on the leadership framework 

go to https://sportnz.org.nz/managing-sport/

search-for-a-resource/news/leadership-

development-system-for-sport-and-recreation
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To serve communities effectively, you need to develop, nurture and sustain key 

relationships. Collaborating with communities means

Communities are complex. As your leadership context broadens, your decisions and 

actions have wider and longer-term community impact. Communities are complex. 

This means:
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Leadership is about teamwork – working with and through others to deliver on 

your purpose. As a manager, it means:     As a manager, it means:
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Being rewarding to deal with is the foundation for effective collaboration. This 

means::

While complexity is best navigated through teamwork, as managers you should 

continue to develop. This means:

Culture

stakeholders, and key people within them.

Looking for opportunities to engage with, support and empower others in 

your communities who share your purpose.

optimal solutions. 

Creating the right connections for your team leaders. 

Being the buffer for teams as they face multiple demands and needs in the 

communities they serve.

Contributing to strategic planning, with insights and data from team leaders 

and members.

Helping team leaders to ask questions and plan together to build situational 

awareness.

Applying problem-solving and decision-making tools to increase the chances of 

making better decisions.

Testing insights with your communities before acting or formalising plans 

the planning, prioritising and resourcing decisions you make.

Systematically gathering feedback and other key information from your 

Engaging across teams to balance competing resources and manage tension.

Building strong relationships with peers.

Developing and coaching team leaders to lead their teams well.

Helping team leaders to maintain a balanced perspective.

Focusing on important relationships.

Role-modelling the ability to balance passion and professionalism.

Understanding and embracing the role you play in developing leaders.

Remaining optimistic, positive and resilient in the face of challenge and 

complexity. 

Believing and role modelling your organisation’s values and behaviours.

before you try to solve them.

Experimenting and trying new approaches; adopt a ‘fail fast’ approach and 

identify lessons learned.

Acknowledging you don’t need to be the subject-matter-expert on all issues.

Prioritising time to think and reflect.

.

*Larger version of Leadership map in separate file
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A senior leaders role is to create clarity. Your 
need to communicate the purpose and strategic 
intent of your organisation to your team so 
that everyone is clear on the direction you are 
heading. Without a clear purpose, a unifying 
direction, and an emotional connection to that 
direction (the WHY) an organisation’s direction is 
based on luck at best. We know we have clarity 
when we have minimal politics and confusion 
amongst our team, high degrees of morale 
and productivity, and very low turnover among 
our exceptional employees. Why? Everyone 
is operating from their core strengths and 
contributing to the shared purpose. Additionally, 
the value of clarity has a ripple effect that affects 
all who come into contact with the organisation, 
including your stakeholders and the community.
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Watch video by Patrick Lencioni - Over Communicate 
Clarity

Watch Capability Group’s video - Circle of Concern and 
Influence

Watch video by Patrick Lencioni – Organisational Health 
What if your not the CEO

Ideas and Inspiration ...  
to get you thinking

2 minutes

2 minutes

2 minutes

https://vimeo.com/211417292/3cf4fe567f

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nst1d7wzd-

wE&list=PLCLvX6C4i00tAJq7yBRgKuHdgFG75H-

12j&index=12

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eFm6DeqN-

jPs&index=10&list=PLCLvX6C4i00tAJq7yBRgKuHd-

gFG75H12j
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1. Establish 

How clear are your team, your internal customers and your external stakeholders 

around your team’s purpose, strategies and priorities. What could you implement 

to increase clarity within your own team?

Reflection questions ...  
to help gain clarity, purpose & meaning

Reflect and complete the following questions:

The 4 key components of clarity within organisations or departments are:  

This may sound simple or even idealistic, but it is a useful way of thinking about 

establishing clarity within your own teams. So how does an organisation or 

department attain clarity? Put simply: good leadership. Leaders are responsible 

for ensuring clarity - or lack of, within their teams. And it’s not just the 

responsibility of the CEO and their direct reports to establish clarity – all leaders 
within an organisation must take responsibility for clarity.

Establish  Build ReinforceOver - Communicate
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2. Build

a) Complete a Circle of Influence (see the Capability Group video clip on the 
previous page) with your team on the issues around gaining clarity and what 

they can achieve to overcome these issues.

b) Reflect on your own leadership behaviours that may be getting in the way of 
providing clarity for your team or your stakeholders? Seek out feedback around 

this from trusted colleagues.
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3. Over Communicate 

a) What communication techniques have you tried – what’s worked, not worked 
and why?

b) What have you consciously done to over-communicate, and what else could 

you do to over-communicate?
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4. Reinforce 

In your own role, what systems and processes (e.g. delegation, goal setting) can 

you establish that will support and reinforce clarity for your team?
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With your team 
brainstorm

As a leader:

Discuss with your 
direct reports

1 
Their understanding of 

your organisation’s and 

your team’s purpose 

individually – see how 
much agreement 

there is amongst the 

responses. o How much 

does your team purpose provide 

inspiration to you all? – how could 
this be increased?

o Does the purpose reflect the 
team’s ideas and input?

o What are your suggestions and 

ideas on how you can improve 

your purpose statement?

3 
o Always talk about your 

purpose in an inspiring 

way – using upbeat tone, 
body language etc.

o Ensure you are 

connecting the team’s 

purpose to individual roles 

– ensure people have a clear line of sight 
between what they do and how they 

contribute to the bigger picture.

o Use inclusive language such as “we,” 

“us,” and “our,” (instead of “they”)

o Share how you are personally living the 

purpose

2
Reflect on ways you can 
keep your purpose alive 

and relevant to your 

team everyday e.g. start 

all meetings talking 

about your purpose, 

when needing to make 

a decision refer back to your team’s 

purpose statement as well as the 

purpose of the organisation

Practical ideas & suggestions...  
to help you take the right actions
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Notes:
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Culture is ‘how we do things around here’ and as 
a leader you have the exceptional opportunity to 
guide people around how they feel and think about 
their work. Leaders who focus on bringing out the 
best in people to achieve exceptional results drive 
high performance. Positive leaders focus on building 
genuine trust, providing clear purpose, supporting 
collaborative behaviours and expecting personal 
accountability with all their team members. Positive 
leaders engage people by emphasising what elevates 
them, what they do well, and how they can be 
inspired to deliver extraordinary results.
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Explore the Langley Group website on Positive 
Psychology

Watch Ted Ed Video by Marcus Buckingham -
The Business Case for Strengths

Read the article at Gallup News by Tom Rath -
The Impact Positive Leadership

12 minutes

https://langleygroup.com.au/what-we-do/positive-

psychology/

https://ed.ted.com/on/Va4thRMn

http://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/11458/

impact-positive-leadership.aspx

Ideas and Inspiration ...  
to get you thinking
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Reflection questions ...  
to help gain clarity, purpose & meaning

Complete the following table reflecting on each of your direct reports:

Team
Member

What are their 
strengths?

What is likely to 
motivate them? What 

will inspire them?
What ways could you use 

their strengths more?
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What are their growth 
opportunities?

How often do you 
meet face to face?

How often do you talk about 
strengths with this team member?
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From the previous table: Reflect on what you can stop/start/continue to support a 
positive team culture:

What will I STOP 
doing?

What can I START 
doing?

What can I 
CONTINUE doing?
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Reflecting on the article Gallup News by Tom Rath, The Impact Positive 
Leadership – How are you presently impacting ratios within your own team?

Ways I support positive 
ratios in my team?

Saying “Good Morning” to all team 

members I meet

Not saying “Thank You” to the team at 

the end of the day

Ways I reduce positive 
ratios in my team?
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Great cultures

Feedback

Trust

Bonding

1 
o Seek out feedback 

around how people feel 

working for and with your 

team. What could be 

improved, changed or be 

done more frequently?

o Provide feedback 

consistently and constantly. 

This includes positive as well as 

corrective feedback. The teams 

that perform worse are those 

where their mangers give them no 

feedback at all

2 
o Find ways to be 

approachable and 

available to your team, 

they need to feel 

comfortable raising 

issues and asking 

questions of you. 

o Deal with difficult issues early and 
quickly. Seek help from a mentor or 

your line manager if you are concerned 

about what to do, but often problems 

don’t go away and it causes a lot of 

damage in the whole team.

o Celebrate success, small and 

frequent is better than a one off large 

celebration

3 
o Help everyone 

understand how they 

contribute to the team, 

discuss people’s strengths 

and what they bring to 

the team. This encourages 

appreciation, trust and 

diversity. o Focus on development of 

your team. Show you trust your team 

by providing them with development 

opportunities. Motivation is based on 

our need to learn new things and gain 

mastery

4 
o Ensure you are getting 

together with your team 

both one-on-one and as a 

team regularly (including 

as a virtual team). This 

builds trust and strong 

relationships. Don’t assume 

team bonding just happens – you need to 
work at it

o Acknowledge and reward frequently 

(and this doesn’t’ need to involve money). 

People want to feel as if they are making 

a difference, be a thoughtful leader and 

reassure your team that you are paying 

attention to their efforts

Practical ideas & suggestions...  
to help you take the right actions
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Notes:
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You and your team operate in a dynamic 
environment that is continuously changing – 
this creates challenges around continuously 
scanning the environment for new trends and 
changes as well as ensuring you have energetic 
and motivated staff to meet these frequent 
challenges and deliver effectively to your 
communities. Research shows that agile, creative 
problem solving only comes from motivated and 
engaged staff. As a senior leader you have a key 
role in creating an environment that encourages 
diverse thinking and agile behaviours.
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Read the Forbes article by Joseph Folkman - The
6 Key Secrets to Increasing Empowerment

Watch the video - Employee Engagement 
Who’s Sinking Your Boat

Watch Tedx Talk by Dan Ariely Predictably 
Irrational - Basic Human Motivations

Watch Organizational Learning Tool: The 
Decision Making Continuum

Ideas  and inspiration ...  
to get you thinking

https://www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/?toURL=https://

www.forbes.com/sites/joefolkman/2017/03/02/the-6-key-

secrets-to-increasing-empowerment-in-your-team/&ref

URL=&referrer=#56a5a75377a6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4nwoZ02AJM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfcro5iM5vw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHdJe-WTwYg

18 minutes

6 minutes
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Reflection questions ...  
to help gain clarity, purpose & meaning

Team members name 

What situations do 
they thrive in? When 
do you see them really 
shine?

What challenges do 
they face, what gets 
in the way of their 
success?

What would make 
them more successful?

On a scale of 1-10 how
motivated are they are 
the moment?

What was the last piece 
of quality feedback 
they got from you?

1. Thinking about your team answer the following questions:
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2. Reflecting on the questions on the previous page:

A. What do you notice, what stands out for you?

B. What are one or two key steps you could do as a senior leader to increase 

engagement and empowerment in your team?
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3. During your next two or three team meetings ask one or two of the 

following questions:

What are the three things that are holding us back 

from being successful right now?

What is everyone thinking, but nobody has the 

courage to say?

If someone were going to come along and put us 

out of business/action, what would they do?

What’s our biggest concern as an organisation/

team? (Ask “why.” Then repeat asking “why” four 

more times.)

If we weren’t going to behave or play by the rules, 

what would we do?

If there were zero chance of failure, what would 

we do?

If we could start over with a blank slate, what 

would we do differently?

What do you need from me in order to help you 

reach your full potential as a team?

Other – think of your own questions that would 
help you be more effective as a team and as a 

senior leader
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4. What did you notice/observe about the questions from the previous page?

A. What worked?

B. What didn’t?

C. What could you try next time?

D. What are other ways you could create more adaptive, agile thinking with 
your team?

E. What small steps could you implement to make your teams more agile 
or creative?

F. (If appropriate) – Why didn’t you ask these questions? – what got in your 
way?
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5. Reflect on the past two weeks. List what decisions you made over 
those weeks.

A. What style of decision-making did you use in these decisions – is 
there a pattern to your style of making decisions (see the Decision- 
Making Continuum video)?

B. What decision-making tools did you make? Did you use a variety 
of tools?

C. What was the outcome? What could have improved this decision?

D. How could you improve your own decision-making processes?
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Learn

As a team 

Ask + Listen

1 
o Be intentional in 

your agile practices 

and take responsibility 

for your own learning, 

while encouraging your 

team members to do 

the same. o Seek out 

and provide new and unfamiliar 

opportunities that require 

new learning, innovation and 

adaptation for your team

2 
o Build situational 

awareness with your 

team – ask questions 
and spend time 

planning together. 

Collectively consider 

the opportunities and 

challenges within your organisations 

and the communities you serve

o Practice high stakes “What, if . . .” 

scenarios that require your team to 

rapidly come up with alternative 

strategies and resources, in order 

to maintain business operations in 

the midst of a disruption or quickly 

capitalise on a new opportunity

3 
o Ask more open questions and become 

mindful about your own listening…start 

every conversation with a curiosity mindset 

NB: Watch Tom Peters: The Four Most 

important Words at https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=vs-zWtPRCd8 (2mins) and 

Strategic Listening at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs-zWtPRCd8 (3mins)

Practical ideas & suggestions...  
to help you take the right actions
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Notes:
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Collaboration is about achieving together. Connecting 
and understanding the needs and desires of your 

communities is critical to your organisation’s success. 
You need to engage frequently with others to build 

trust and genuine connection. These connections help 
you deliver exactly what your community requires as 
well as helps you to gain insights and information on 
what is crucial of your organisation success. At times 
conflicting demands and interests means you need 

to negotiate, mediate and facilitate to ensure you 
successfully work through issues.
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Read the Harvard Business Review article by Dorie Clark 
Start Networking with People Outside your Industry

Watch the Jim Tamm’s Tedx Talk Cultivating Collaboration: 
Don’t Be So Defensive!

https://hbr.org/2016/10/start-networking-with-people-

outside-your-industry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjSTNv4gyMM

Ideas and Inspiration ...  
to get you thinking
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Complete the following tables.

Please don’t worry if you can’t complete the whole table – this is an exercise to 
help you reflect on what you need to focus on around the skill of collaboration.

Reflection questions ...  
to help gain clarity, purpose & meaning

Stakeholder (can be 
internal or external)

How strong is your
relationship/connection?

What specific measureable 
steps can you take to build 

this collaborative
relationship further?
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What do you give to 
this relationship – why 

should they have you as 
a stakeholder?

What information can 
this stakeholder provide?

Who else could this 
stakeholder introduce 

you to?
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Complete the following

Tick the relevant box and be as truthful as you can!

1.Great at this / 2. OK at this / 3. Could do better at this

1. 2. 3.

Strategically think and build trust in my teams and 

relationships

Actively listen and don’t interrupt or loose focus, even 

when busy or when I think I know the answer

Have a sense of curiosity about other people’s ideas or 

issues, don’t get defensive

Am aware when I get defensive and are able to manage 

this in the moment

Comfortable with conflict and strong opinions, can 
cope with diversity of ideas

Happy to give up control, to be the follower at times

Have a collaborative mindset e.g. ‘ How can I help vs. 

what can I get’

Seek out ways to break down silos and work with my 

peers and colleagues

Provide my team with support to develop their own 

collaborative behaviours

Reward and acknowledge collaborative behaviours in 

my team

Share information broadly

Support transparent, open decision making, even when 

it may be unpopular

Encourage healthy debate in teams and with 

stakeholders
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From the two reflective activities on the previous pages, what are the top three 
steps you need to take to increase your collaborative behaviours?
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Networking 

Delegate

Support

Listen

Stakeholder 

1  
o Get strategic around 

networking; this 

becomes increasingly 

important as you move 

through your career 

Also with the demands 

on your time you need 

to get increasingly strategic on 

where you spend your time and 

with whom

2 
o Get your 

team to help 

you build 

and maintain 

relationships – 
delegate this

3 
o Look around 

your organisation 

– think carefully 
about who you 

could collaborate 

with to support 

each other

5 
o Ensure you are able to source good 

quality information from across a number of 

sources 

o Become a skilled listener and questioner – 
everyone assumes they are good at this but 

it is a true skill. Role model off someone you 

admire. Watch them in action

4 
o Think carefully 

about key 

stakeholder groups 

in your community 

– how well do 
you know them 

(demographics, 

challenges, fears, hopes needs etc)?

Practical ideas & suggestions...  
to help you take the right actions
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Notes:
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Your ability to co-ordinate multiple, often 
conflicting, demands is paramount to your 
success. The need to establish priorities, make 
sound decisions and ensure your strategic 
outcomes are delivered is vital. Giving yourself 
time to reflect and think beyond the day to 
day can be a real challenge, but is crucial 
to ensure you continue to be strategic and 
focussed in this demanding context.
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Read the Forbes article by Freek Vermeulen Leadership is 
about Thinking – Make Time for It

Read the Harvard Business Review article by 
Derek Lidlow A Better Way to Set Strategic
Priorities

https://www.forbes.com/sites/

freekvermeulen/2015/09/22/in-praise-of-

thinking-five-strategic-question-to-help-you-
reflect/2/#7f2332795c7f

https://hbr.org/2017/02/a-better-way-to-set-strategic-

priorities.

Ideas and Inspiration ...  
to get you thinking
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Reflect and complete the following 
(NB: this activity is based on the HBR article by Derek Lidlow on the previous 

page. This can be done in an excel spreadsheet if easier, although be mindful to 

only focus on your critical objectives/priorities)

Reflection questions ...  
to help gain clarity, purpose & meaning

List your top 3-4 critical strategic 

priorities/objective for the next 

12months

Now list the date you need these 

objectives completed.

Critical 
Objectives

Critical 
Objectives

Start and finish date
of completion
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Step 3: Now list all the people or 

resources required to meet these 

strategic priorities and allocate to 

each critical strategic objective..

Allocate resources to each 

objective being mindful of 

not overlapping people, over 

budgeting etc.

Critical 
Objectives

Start and finish date
of completion

Key resources (people, IT, budget etc)
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Reflect on the following questions:

A. What do you notice from this planning exercise?

B. What’s working or not working?

C. What barriers/issues do you notice?
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D. How could you overcome these barriers or issues?

E. What support or help do you need?
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MONDAY 

8 - 9 A.M

9 - 10 A.M

10 - 11 A.M

11 - 12 A.M

12 - 1 P.M

1 - 2 P.M

2 - 3 P.M

3 - 4 P.M

4 - 5 P.M

TUESDAY

Complete the following

Over the next week review how you are using your time 

by completing the following hourly schedule
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WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
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A. What do you notice about how you use your time?

B. How much time is spent focussing on critical objectives (not necessarily 

doing these but overseeing, reviewing, supporting the team etc)?
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C. What do you need to stop/start/continue to do to ensure you use your time 

more effectively?

STOP

START

CONTINUE
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Time with 
your team 

Think and reflect

Manage

1 
o Conduct daily 

“huddles” with your 

managers that 

cascade to include 

all employees. Your 

managers are critical 

for teaching and setting 

daily priorities and objectives

o Spend time with your team 

leaders to help them navigate 

the right balance between 

delivering for today and planning 

for the future

2 
o Give yourself 

reflection and thinking 
time – being busy 
doesn’t mean you’re 

being effective! Use 

this time to think 

strategically and 

tactically about growth, processes, 

controls, and building your network

o Successful business builders 

strategically focus the business in an 

area where it can excel

3 
o Actively manage 

the tension between 

teams with competing 

demands.

o We often can get 

stuck in the doing and 

reacting, forgetting our 

role is to manage and lead. It may be 

worth reviewing how effective you are 

being and ensuring you are spending 

enough time on the right things 

- being as effective as you can be. 

Check out https://www.robinsharma.

com/article/21-tips-to-become-the-

most-productive-person-you-know for 

some hints and ideas

Practical ideas & suggestions...  
to help you take the right actions
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Notes:
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WHAT HAVE YOU THOUGHT MIGHT BE WORTH 
DOING? 

We recommend you now choose one thing to work 
on (two at most) and to practice that new way of 
behaving until it becomes automatic. Trying to 
develop too many things at once often means that 
the development becomes too hard, and nothing 
changes. That’s why it’s important to choose 
something that will really make a difference.
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If you could only choose one thing to work on over 
the next 3 months, what would make the biggest 
impact on your ability to lead?

What support do you need?

How will you be different:

Today

Next week

In a month

Your
Change



If you are able to do so, 

it would be great if you 

can set up a conversation 

with your line Manager to 

discuss your insights from 

this self-development 

process.
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On the next page 

are some tips 

and tools that 

may help when 

focusing on 

developing new 

ways of behaving.
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Enlist support from 
others

Embrace the feeling of 
discomfort

1 
It’s easy to make 

excuses when we have 

no one holding us 

accountable. When we 

have others counting 

on us, we’re less likely 

to let them down, so 

getting support from others can 

be helpful. Find someone who 

you respect and who can keep 

you motivated.

2 
Change often 

brings with it some 

discomfort; we’re 

doing something 

new and we’re 

not ‘expert’ at it. 

Understand what 

it is that you’re uncomfortable 

with and be curious about 

anything that’s creating self-

doubt. Discomfort is normal 

during change, it is going to 

happen, it is part of being 

human. Understanding our 

natural desire to avoid discomfort 

will help us to make change 

Your fear triggers the ‘fight or 
flight response’ and can stop 
the momentum for change. 

Recognise discomfort for what 

it is – a good sign that you are 
changing.

Tips 
and
Tools
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Remember the benefit 
of ”baby steps”

Anticipate failure and create 
a plan for handling it

Develop a structure to 
support you

3
The accumulation of small things is 

what gets us to where we want to be. 

Be proud of and congratulate yourself 

for any positive action toward your self-

development goals. Set small goals that 

keep you motivated and engaged.

4 
Learn to see failure 

as an important 

part of the self- 

development 

process. We 

are going to go 

through trials and 

challenges as we work to change 

and develop. We won’t succeed 

100% of the time so don’t let this 

deter you. Prepare for obstacles 

and don’t let them be an excuse 

to give up.

5 
What support 

do you need to 

help support your 

development 

– who else can 
help you? What 

additional 

resources do you need? As 

you plan for and work toward 

change, keep a journal or email 

yourself short notes for the 

times you might go off track or 

be distracted. At these times, 

you can read that journal or go 

back to the emails, to help you 

reconnect with your goals.
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Finally check if you’re focusing on the 

right thing…

If you achieve your change / integrate 

this new behaviour and make it a 

habit, how enthused does that make 

you? If it’s less than “quite enthused”, 

choose a different area. How 

confident are you that you will be able 

to achieve these actions? If it’s less 

than a 7 out of 10, break it down into 

more achievable steps.
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Notes:







Notes:






